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Observation of Deep Occultation Signals in
Tropical Cyclones With COSMIC-2 Measurements

Paweł Hordyniec , Yuriy Kuleshov , Suelynn Choy , and Robert Norman

Abstract— Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) signals
in the radio occultation (RO) technique using new measure-
ments from constellation observing system for meteorology,
ionosphere & climate (COSMIC-2) mission were observed very
deep below the Earth’s limb. Selected occultations collocated
with severe tropical cyclones showed the existence of signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) variations at or below −200 km in terms
of height of straight line (HSL) connecting a pair of occulting
satellites. The presence of such signals is considered as indicative
of sharp inversion layers associated with planetary boundary
layer. We investigate the potential application of deep occultation
signals for detection of tropical cyclones often resulting in
strong vertical gradients of refractivity. The most prominent
deep signatures computed using 1 s running mean filter can
reach 400 V/V, whereas the majority of deep signals exceed the
noise level by a factor of two. The cross-satellite interference
is important mechanism affecting the structure of deep signals,
especially for global positioning system (GPS) occultations.

Index Terms— Amplitude, deep signal, radio occultation (RO),
tropical cyclone (TC).

I. INTRODUCTION

TROPICAL cyclone (TC) monitoring and forecasting
are important and challenging tasks as they require to

promptly detect their intensification and issue early warn-
ings in order to reduce impacts on communities at risk.
One of the most detailed observations describing compli-
cated vertical structures associated with TCs are gathered
by global positioning system (GPS) dropsondes in recon-
naissance aircraft missions [1]. Because low-pressure sys-
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Fig. 1. Vertical gradient of refractivity with multiple super-refraction layers
(dN/dz ≤ −157) modeled from high-resolution dropsonde profile collected
on 19 October 2019 in the vicinity of tropical storm Nestor. The threshold
value of −157 is marked with dashed line.

tems originate from oceanic regions, where in situ measure-
ments mostly remain unavailable, their monitoring heavily
relies on remote sensing satellite data [2], [3]. The recently
launched constellation of six low Earth orbiting (LEO) satel-
lites of the constellation observing system for meteorology,
ionosphere & climate (COSMIC-2) mission [4] utilize very
favorable configuration for collecting atmospheric profiles
of the tropical troposphere due to equatorial orbital planes.
Fundamental geophysical variables are derived from inversion
of Doppler frequency shifts, which in geometrical optics
do not require amplitude data. The amplitude expressed in
terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), serving mostly as a
data-quality measure, can be also a valuable indicator of
atmospheric variability such as deep fading amplitude in
the presence of super-refractions [5] associated with sharp
inversion layers [6] or ionospheric gradients and irregularities
induced by sporadic E layers [7]. Ding et al. [8] present the
evidence of strong vertical gradients in the vicinity of TCs
suggesting pronounced planetary boundary layer. Fig. 1 shows
the example of refractivity structures modeled from dropsonde
released in the eyewall of tropical storm Nestor. The so-called
tropospheric ducts are recognized by inducing anomalous
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propagation of radio signals resulting in negatively biased
radio occultation (RO) retrievals of refractivity because of
ill-conditioned inversions [9]. Tropospheric ducts can result in
a diffraction mechanism producing signatures in the signal’s
amplitude observed when the occulting satellite is in the very
deep Earth’s shadow [10]. The signatures can often appear
below the minimum height of straight line (HSL) connecting
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and LEO satellites
(−200 km) typically tracked by LEO receivers imposed by
channel limitations. Improvements made in development of
new generation RO receivers placed on-board COSMIC-2
satellites contributed to increased SNR allowing for more
reliable tracking of deep signals. In the following study,
amplitudes observed with one LEO satellite of COSMIC-2
constellation set to track signals down to very low HSL
are studied to find potential correspondence to atmospheric
conditions associated with TCs. We establish collocations of
RO events with severe TCs and perform spectral analysis of
observed signals. The statistical significance of deep signals
induced by super-refraction layers is evaluated relative to
various RO tunable parameters.

II. DATA AND METHODS

A. COSMIC-2 Occultations

COSMIC-2 satellites in the period between 30 Octo-
ber and 9 December in 2019 occasionally tracked the signal
down to the lowest HSL < −350 km. These measurements
were recorded by the LEO spacecraft #E1 (RO products
with C2E1 in occultation IDs) in setting occultations. All
other flight modules typically tracked the signal down to
lowest HSL of −200 km. In total 9552 occultations to
LEO satellite #E1 propagated deeper than −200 km, while
8645 events reached HSL below −350 km. The excess
Doppler (phase) and SNR (amplitude) data are obtained from
FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 Neutral Atmospheric Provisional
Release 1. The provided (original) SNR values are scaled by
a factor of ten.1 The independent variable of straight line
tangent altitude (HSL) describes the propagation depth of
RO signals

HSL = rLrGsinθ
√

r2
L + r2

G − 2rLrGcosθ
− re (1)

where re is local radius of curvature, θ is the central angle
between radii rL , and rG for LEO and GNSS positions at given
observation epoch. Following tunable RO parameters together
with respective SNR values are analyzed: 1) lowest (bottom)
HSL for which the phase and amplitude data are available;
2) HSL at the SNR cut-off point; and 3) HSL for the Doppler
cut-off point. For the identification of deep signatures the SNR
is averaged from 100 to 1 Hz by applying running mean
filter to reduce the impact of noise. The deep signals can be
considered statistically significant if their magnitudes exceed
the noise level defined as the lowest voltage SNR in 1-Hz
running mean data. In RO retrieval methodologies, signals

1For more details see https://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/doc/
documents/snr.pdf

Fig. 2. Distribution of HSL for SNR cut-off showing (orange) potential deep
signatures from occultations to spacecraft #E1 and (blue) no signals below
−200 km from observations to other satellites.

observed down to HSL of SNR cut-off are inverted to neu-
tral atmosphere profiles. Failure to include deep tropospheric
signals may result in inversion biases [11]. We search for
deep signals based on daily statistics computed from one
sigma-filtered HSLs for SNR cut-off points. The mean SNR
cut-off altitude for the study period is on the order of −120-km
HSL with the lowest minimum varying around −160 km
(threshold for deep signals detection). Fig. 2 shows that in total
14% of #E1 occultations (2530 observations) contain potential
contributions from deep signals (HSL < −160 km), with 2%
spikes in data counts at −200-km HSL for both deep tracking
and typical occultations.

B. Collocations With Tropical Cyclones

Data for TCs observed in the period from October 2019 to
April 2020 are retrieved from International Best Track Archive
for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS) [12]. The distribution of
TC tracks in 3-h temporal resolution is presented in Fig. 3.
Collocated COSMIC-2 occultations satisfy the temporal and
spatial criteria of ±2 h difference and up to 600-km distance
mismatch, respectively. The analysis of amplitude signals is
restricted to deep occultations in the vicinity of Category 1 or
higher in terms of the Saffir–Simpson hurricane wind scale.
The identified cases are listed in Table I. Well-matched inter-
sections of occultation planes with TC paths can be selected
based on the azimuth computed between collocated pairs
of TC location and COSMIC-2 tangent point. The azimuth
difference of 0◦ (360◦) or 180◦ corresponds to the occultation
plane being perpendicular to the TC track with GNSS signals
propagating through the central eye. This criterion is impor-
tant for collocations having a mismatch distance larger than
diameter of TC eye and its outer eyewall. According to [13],
the mean eye radius is 26 km, whereas the size of TCs for the
large-eye class can exceed 100 km. The eyewall sizes appear
to be proportional to the eye size with the average of the order
of 50 km [14]. These values should be contrasted with a mean
horizontal resolution of the RO technique of about 300 km in
the troposphere further extending the observation radius for
nearest collocations.
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TABLE I

COLLOCATIONS OF TCS WITH COSMIC-2 CHARACTERIZED BY VERY LOW HSL AT THE BOTTOM OF OCCULTATION (* REFERS TO OCCULTATIONS
WITH MORE THAN ONE COLLOCATION)

Fig. 3. Distribution of (top) collocated COSMIC-2 measurements with (bottom) TCs observed between October 2019 and April 2020.

III. COSMIC-2 DEEP SIGNALS IN TROPICAL CYCLONES

The spatial spectra in HSL-frequency domain presented
in Fig. 4 are computed according to [15] using phase observa-
tions from conPhs format with applied GPS navigation mod-
ulation bits [16], thus their external removal is not required.
The mismatch distance of occultation #3 to Category 4 TC is
comparable to the horizontal resolution of RO measurements

suggesting possible interaction of signals with the outer eye-
wall. However, the noisy spectra shows only weak signals
below −200-km HSL. Detailed analysis of spectrograms for
event #11 revealed interference from other nonocculting satel-
lite being another possible source of deep signals [10], which
is visible as cross-line pattern at −200-km HSL, coinciding
with 400 V/V spike in averaged SNR. The prominent deep
signals were observed with occultation #16. The spectrogram
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Fig. 4. Deep occultation signals from collocations with TCs. (Left panels) SNRs as a function of HSL. The strongest deep amplitudes are marked with
purple circles, while other tunable RO parameters correspond to SNR cut-off (blue), Doppler cut-off (green), and lowermost straight-line tangent altitude (red).
(Right panels) sliding spectrograms showing frequency offset computed between observed Doppler and phase model.

clearly supports the evidence of tropospheric propagation
between −200- to −250-km HSL. The signal observed in the
event #24 might not be necessary regarded as a deep signature
because the SNR re-emerges shortly after reaching the noise
level at around −150-km HSL. If we on other hand define
deep signals as amplitudes observed below the noise boundary
in the spectrograms, the mean SNR above 500 V/V should
be regarded as statistically significant. All above discussed
cases were recorded by GPS occulting satellites. Generally,
no deep signals were observed in Globalnaja Nawigacionnaja
Sputnikowaja Sistiema (GLONASS) occultations. One partic-
ular case discussed here is the event #14 shown in Fig. 4
to demonstrate structure of direct and strong signals tracked
down to −150-km HSL. Fig. 5 shows voltage SNR with
corresponding HSL of deep occultations and the magnitude
of refractivity gradients collocated with the TCs. It can be
seen that some signals extend below the SNR cut-off point
of −200-km HSL (#11, #17) down to −240 km (#16).
With SNR exceeding 568 V/V the occultation #16 shows the
strongest signature amongst identified collocations. The spikes
in 100-Hz SNR data visible in Fig. 4 exceed 1000 V/V at
HSL corresponding to the largest deep amplitudes computed
in 1-s interval of running mean. However, refractivity gradients
based on COSMIC-2 and European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) data for occultation #16 do not
show the evidence of ducting layers. On the contrary, the most
significant dN/dz values from ECMWF exceeding −157 km−1

for #8 and #14 are not reflected in deep signals. For the

case #24, the magnitude of dN/dz is close to critical, which
may explain signals below −150-km HSL in Fig. 4. The
gradients observed with COSMIC-2 typically correspond to
standard refractive conditions with the average of −80 km−1.
The noise level for GPS occultations is on average ∼150 V/V,
while ∼115 V/V for GLONASS. The larger noise in GPS data
might be induced by cross-satellite interference, which does
not affect GLONASS that uses frequency division multiple
access (FDMA). After exclusion of occultations with strong
interfering signals (#2, #11), the magnitude of GPS deep
amplitudes is on average two times larger than the noise level.
The weakest deep signal is found in occultation #1 (20% larger
than noise), whereas nearly four times larger deep SNR relative
to the noise is observed with occultation #16. As it can be
clearly seen in Fig. 5, GLONASS signals are very comparable
to the noise level suggesting no deep signals.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

COSMIC-2 occultations collocated with TCs were analyzed
in terms of occurrence of deep signatures in the amplitude
data. Although few spectrograms showed clear signals at or
below −200-km HSL, most of deep signals were difficult to
visually distinguish from the noise in the computed Doppler
frequency offset. The existence of deep signals can be inferred
from the analysis of refractivity. However, COSMIC-2 gener-
ally shows substantially underestimated refractivity gradients
relative to ECMWF or dropsondes. Because deep occultations
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Fig. 5. Distribution of (top) refractivity gradients and (middle) SNR values
with (bottom) corresponding HSL for the strongest deep signals (purple) found
in collocations with TCs. Other tunable RO parameters represent: SNR cut-off
(blue), Doppler cut-off (green), and lowermost HSL (red). The noise level is
marked with yellow dots. The purple circles indicate deep amplitudes due
to clear interfering signals. The out-of-scale SNR values for occultations #7,
#10, and #13 corresponding to Doppler cut-offs have magnitudes of 1989,
5254, and 1047 V/V, respectively.

were identified in the presence of standard refraction in
COSMIC-2 and no deep signals were found in occultations
collocated with critical gradients in ECMWF, the connection
between ducting and deep RO signals is to be confirmed.
The cross-satellite interference in GPS occultations is a major
disturbing factor altering the structure of observed signals.
Detailed data analysis supports the evidence that the magnitude
of deep signals can be overshadowed by the interfering signals.
However, discussion and demonstration of possible mecha-
nisms is not possible with the data used in the study and addi-
tional scientific efforts are required. Variations in the running
mean SNR of 367 and 567 V/V (with spikes reaching ∼1000
and ∼1500 V/V in 100-Hz data) were amongst the most
statistically significant deep signals induced by propagation
through Category 4 TCs. Deep tracking RO data can be used
in TC analysis to obtain information about interaction between
a cyclone and ambient environment which is generally hostile
to duct formation. However, strong ducts exist: 1) inside the
TC circulations associated with successive subsidence in the
gaps among the spiral cloud bands and 2) in the transition zone
between TCs and ambient environment impacted by inflow of

dry and cold air or subsidence inversion. The peak Atlantic
hurricane season of 2020 constitutes the first complete year
for studying TCs with new generation RO signals to support
the presented results.
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